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Reading notes, 1 January, 2015 

PROLOGUE 

“the separation between fiction and reality is a value judgement”, financial, nuclear and cyber 
subplots           vi 

Death of Kerschen Anthal thinking of Johan Donau      xxx 

I THE CRISIS Autumn 

1 HANDSOME AND SIMPATICO        3 

Vladimir Tuman Ukraine’s min fin, (Oschadbank) privatization gone sour, money laundering on 
a grand scale (39, 49, 51)        9 

2 DO I SHOOT OR NOT?        14 

PG Bosco meets Donau & Oleg Pavlov       18-31, 
53 

3 NAZIS, STASIS, SOVIETS, SATAN       32 

“Making money on an instrument, while spitting on it. Not surprising for rotten bankers. 
Surprising for Deutsche that promised to improve its business ethics.” “Yes, yes,” Jerry (PG’s 
“pain in the ass producer”, a native New Yorker p. 10) responds. “There are dishonest bankers 
all over. But right now, after the crisis, at a time of unemployment, slow growth and all the 
rest … it’s obscene. ENN viewers want heads chopped off, not only multi-billion fines. We have 
to side with the public and hit the bastards hard.”     35 

Jerry suggests Deutsche Bank as candidate for ENN’s Mammon Prize for Outstanding Greed (or 
T2 grassroots initiative, think twice before investing again in these kleptocrats), JP Morgan still 
heads the polls, Jerry finds ECB complicit with German banks (60)   36-37 

Tuman out of sight (9, 49, 51)        39 

Banking Union on cover of Spiegel, big bank supervision goes to ECB (51, 59)  37-38  

Lion Chang Chinese deputy PM visits Greece      39 

Death of Pete Southland UK Emb to Vienna, previously Hong Kong High Commissioner 40 

4 ISO ZHU-NYAN: WHO ARE YOU?       49 

Tuman found dead announces BBC       49 

Tuman interview with ENN        51 

Ecofin discusses banking union (37,38, 59)      51  

Ericsson Annual Shareholder Meeting  
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Unfair competition from Huawei, EU, WTO, NATO (65-67)    55-58  

Paris, ENN Headquarters 

Jerry wants PG to “focus on European banking mess. Period.”    59 

Paris, Left Bank 

PG vs Scottie Newman “the only honest journalist, and the shrewdest”. “He sees Europe as the 
symbol of human culture. For Scottie, civilization’s values lie in its diversity”. He believes in 
natural cycles in the life of nations – and of continents as well. Plato wrote about this also 
Polybius. Much later, Niccoló Machiavelli and Giambattista Vico”. Europe copes with crises 
better than it handles long-term strategies. Look at the way the euro was saved: at the 11th 
hour and 59th minute.” Scottie: “Look beyond this tired, old continent. Incredible things are 
happening out there – good and bad. Focus on the broader picture.”   61-64 

5 THE ROTTEN SOUL OF EUROPE       65 

US Senate hearing  on Ericsson vs Huawei (55-58)     65-67 

Brussels, early morning 

Ecofin then NATO Jeff Mac Dougall        67-69 

“Eurozone banks and sovereigns remain tightly embraced”    69 

Oxana Chubarova polish junior min dies after skin head attack in Zurich, Lux (96) 70 

Germany & banks discussed by PG & Andrew Wouters at lunch €=teutonic nuke (73) 71-74 

Andrew’s blunt views about Germany don’t shock Pierre G, but they make him uncomfortable. 
The ENN newsman is a peacemaker. The ‘conscience of Europe’ likes balance, the idea that 
sharing blame translates into avoiding conflict. Without conflict, history can move forward and 
upward, in a straight, manageable line. Above all, he admires German work ethics, taxpayer 
probity and production efficiency. (…) Andrew shakes his head. “They’re playing a dishonest 
game. Fiscal restraint has pushed Mediterranean countries into poverty, with Germany eager 
to buy them up at ten cents on the euro. A gigantic fire sale. To make things worse, at least for 
me, my countrymen, the Dutch, behave like Germany’s lapdog. Not to speak about the 
Austrians who welcomed the euro-occupation with the same enthusiasm of 1938 Anschluss 
Österreichs.”          72 

Tuman death decided in Luxemburg, always the combination of “mafia, politicians, bankers” 
that justifies the existence of the Mammon Prize (91)     75 

NATO Headquarters 

Russia and NATO Malaysian airline FROG, LUNA, nationalist groups, arms, trade and money 
super power big guns and big money “NATO won Cold War I because the USSR went bankrupt. 
It’ll be more difficult to win Cold War II. The West is now bankrupt.”   76-81 

II THE EURO Winter 
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6 ECOFIN MINISTERIAL MEETING       85 

Ecofin president press conference embarrassing, Guardian question on ECB  85 

Karl Bremmer, German G7 sherpa (defined) invites PG to briefing by German Min Fin Stumpf 
           86 

Assistant to Bremmer is a tall man with Asian features named John Wayne (151) 87 

stag-deflation a new concept         91 

Hostellerie du Pfeiffeschof, Ardennes 

Jean Beaumont from Lux central bank joins PG and Andrew for dinner, kill Tuman (75)  91 

Andrew asks PG why not award Mammon Prize to Luxembourg?   92 

Unresolved resolution, kyc bkg principle, sub-custodianization, Lux bkg secrecy  94 

Oxana Chubarova opposed sale of bank, Lux (70)     96 

Bitcoin            101 

FILE NOTES          99 

7 CHINA’S CENTRAL BANK AND BUNDESBANK      102 

SAFE-cofinancing dept, relocation to china      102 

16e arrondissement, Paris 

Newsweek Scottie dines at Antoine Tato Treasury director    104 

PG presents a European drama as “political chess game”. Germany controls one set of pieces 
and makes moves toward hegemony over a continent in disarray. “    105 

«A conspiracy against Europe? Pierre G asks himself. He know what Martha would say 
speaking with Scottie…Pierre G imagines this sort of exchange between the two women in his 
life»           106 

«What if the threat is not from within Europe, but from without? Global chess games with the 
Americans, the Russians or the Chinese on different chess boards?», «The European chess 
game in on». PG is «looking for hints about the next moves in the game”.  107 

Bundesbank, Frankfurt 

Newspapers predict a difficult Buba Council meeting as “Europe faces deflation and secular 
stagnation.” Should it establish a financial rescue facility? director leaves, bitcoin dreams Min 
Fin Walter Stumpf attends greeted by Herr Wayne     108-9 

Bank’s chief economist presents somber outlook, President Muller interrupts “We must 
strengthen economic and financial ties with China. Above all we must not curtail trade with 
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Russia”. One director slips out of room, speaks to Wayne, returns as meeting pursues behind 
closed doors and press conference is canceled      110-1 

Buba greatly feared and admired because it performs financial transubstantiation, the new 
mystery of faith. The ritual of great Mammon, performed daily by men in dark suits. «What if 
central banks were made obsolete by renegade currencies, Bitcoin like?»  111-2 

Oeserstrasse, Frankfurt 

Romantic eve with pres Muller’s PA: “Most of Europe absorbed in a grand German buy-out. 
Why not the Parthenon and the Coliseum?”      119 

Nied-Wald Park, late at night 

Racist murderers         120 

FILE NOTES          121 

8 THE ATOM BOMB IS YOUR FRIEND       123 

Nuke transport  & death        132 

9 WHAT HAPPENED AT THE TREASURY IS A STATE SECRET    133 

Paul Oakridge cal banker anti German like Andrew, no interest in SAFE-cofi «the euro is the 
Teutonic sword»“When you meet those big money and security guys, ask them how much 
Germany is willing to pay club-med countries to roll over and play dead for the Fourth Reich. 
Like Eastern Europe did in the 90’s.»       138 

French Treasury, Paris  

Tresor central banks indep “within but not from the system of governance”, they decide own 
pay           138-9 

Bois de Boulogne, Paris 

Antoine Tato dies iso-zu nyang (p. 40 Pete Southland) classified by french police, Doberman IT 
money           141 

10 LOVE PARADES AND HATE RALLIES       146 

Scottie bit coin, el condor, LIBOR       147-8 

Federal Chancellery, Berlin 

Before escorting PG to Bremmer’s office, John Wayne explain his name and the Confucius 
traditional values he inherited from his father (87)     151 

Oleg contracts only with periphery Kissinger quote about Germany too big for Europe to small 
for the world          154 

Golden share rule who owns DB axis model      155 
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Monte dei Paschi di Siena against Deutsche Bank= David against Goliath; Germany breaks 
Europe third time pendulum        156 

“Europe’s current travails are an opportunity,” are Bremmer’s parting words. They shake 
hands, old friends who recognize in one another the supreme quality of life: honesty. Both of 
them also know that their positions are hard to reconcile. Karl’s final words shock Pierre G. 
Travails turned into an opportunity. For whom? For Germany, perhaps. Then Beatrix reported 
correctly.          157 

SAFE cofi chair Chan Lau CCN10 Huawei DAILY NOTES    157-8, 235 

Paris, before dawn 

11 MAYDAY OVER STRASBOURG       162 

Abelag airport, Brussels 

ECB Luis de Mello Too big to jail  criminal behavior     169 

I’d like you to explain to my viewers,” at this point the reporter turns smiling towards the 
camera, “what the ECB, which supervises the largest institutions in the eurozone financial 
sector, is doing to promote cultural change capable of bringing banking back to its origins: 
honest intermediation between those who save and those who invest.”  169-70 

Volcker rule, contract politicians & bankers      171 

12 A WHITE FINE LINE, ON A BLACK GLASS TOP     180 

Air crash makes news world wide “accidental explosion in the plane’s tail”  181 

Tweet from Chan Lau “Confucius’s Song of Songs explains it all: many sorrows shall be to the 
wicked”. Martha «The demons in Europe» vs. Scottie «Europe is the demon»  183 

GIVE US BACK THE REICH «Did I actually see that slogan or did I dream of it?»  184 

Berliner Festspiele Theater 

Berlin will soon reenter history        186 

The Hidden Persuaders 

1950’s Vance Packard Chiasmus, epiphenomena  & perception (234)    191 

13 THE BIGGEST THREAT TO EUROPE IS THE EUROPEANS    193 

Villa Said (Paris), evening 

Object from the Garden of gardens on display at UK ambassador’s residence  

Tribes and cultural fault lines in Europe says Scottie     197 

War is continuation of politics by other means Clausewitz    198 
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Paris, Left Bank 

Sarah suicide bomber in air crash, maybe PG was dreaming     202 

Germany vs China unify and conquer vs conquer and unify    201-3 

Garden of gardens          204 

III THE BOMB Spring 

14 COLONEL PAVLOV YOU ARE A MILLIONAIRE      209 

Oleg millionaire          223 

15 XAUCHU-TEC AND ELYSÉE PALACE       224 

Despite all the money the Communist regime can mobilize to enhance living standards and 
national security, it faces unprecedented challenges. From within. Corruption and dishonesty 
have become so endemic that they now limit development and threaten stability. 224 

Democratic centralism in China and anti corruption drive by Zhou Jianming  225 

Avenue Trocadero, Paris (Place?) 

One or Many stories in EU        230 

Semtex package kills Dominga, PG’s portuguese concierge    232 

Elysée Palace, later in the day 

Dominga’s blood everywhere perception (191)       234 

Chinese SWF keep euro at stratospheric levels      236 

China buys free markets in Europe via SAFE cofi, Europe in wonderland   238 

Euro castrate Germany fed no white house or pentagon, mutualization of liabilities 239-41 

16 EU PARLIAMENT         243 

Government Admin Palace, Riyadh 

SWF barbarians & lenders of last resort, Saudi 3 to tango, invest in all med FILES 246-9 

European Parliament, Brussels 

Otto Zehlendorf chairman of CRIM Committee      249 

Moscow partner with EU Portugal to Kamchatka (repeat 326)    255 

17 IVANO-FRANKIVS’K MISSILE BASE       256 

Cradle of civilization with Martha in the canaries     257 
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Kempinski Hotel, Beijing 

Confucius/Buddha vs Aristotle/Plato & crypto currencies Menendez terapay bad chemistry 
with Chan Lau, Sun Deming fixes No identity No records No fee    259-62 

ENN Headquarters, Paris 

Jerry wants an award winning report on how can a kleptocracy join the EU? PG sees Jarek 263 

Lviv, mid morning 

Jarek plays chess, a passion coming from his father, does not want to day playing it 268 

Ivano-Frankivs’k missile base 

General Meschow lard and vodka denies missile firing in Ukraine and central Asia was aborted 
and dismisses PG when he asks about VK79 special FSB unit    271 

Ukraine file multidimensional chess       273 

German vs med euros, Gresham’s law other half of Oleg’s ruble    275 

18 PECHERSK LAVRA MONASTERY       278 

Checkmate by Natale Ramini subliminal interference, Reichenbach, neuropsychiatry 285 

Kiev Children’s Hospital 

Fomin, director of a nuclear research lab Arzamas 16     288 

nuclear virgins, PG tweet “nuke thy neighbor is inevitable” reply tweet from Chan Lau, Jarek 
upset by reference to Arzamas        291 

FILES           292 

19 US COLCHESTER BARRACKS        293 

“The scheduled withdrawal from Colchester is meant to tell Europeans that the US no longer 
sees the old continent as a geo-strategic point. America has pivoted east – towards Asia”; 
More crises caused more pivoting: Israel, Arab uprising, Syria, ISIS then Crimea pivot back 293 

8th armored division of American 3rd army “pivoted off” from Colchester perhaps to Africa 
Corps           294-6 

Gen Powell, Bat at SHAPE, expert in “Euro-Asian pillar” of NATO, now China and tech military 
threat. Eurasian “new evils” PG at OECD      298 

Portugal Greece,          293-9 

Russian political-criminal like us industrial military     300 

Bat interview china global supremacy, KITE flying (Washington, Moscow, Beijing, Berlin) mafia 
           304-7 
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On the Autobahn to Berlin 

Summary to Martha Fomin and Bat nuclear dawn     309-11 

20 THE WHITE HOUSE         313 

The White House, Washington DC 

David Gilmore, national security adviser and former G7 sherpa, Russian general does CNN: 
“The Americans got to Pavlov first”        316-20 

They rarely disagree, and today not at all. They see common threads linking many of these 
issues. Gilmore is surprised that growing income disparity is not, or not yet, causing social 
revolt in Europe. “The income differential between the few very rich and the increasingly 
many, very poor makes for bad economics and worse politics,” he says.   317 

Hotel du Lac, Evian 

Oleg Evian save euro free from Portugal to Kamchatka (repeated from p. 253), Southland and 
Tato’s deaths explained         326-8 

IV THE MIND Summer 

21 STOCK EXCHANGES AROUND THE WORLD      333 

Wall st 2 economists opposing views Paul Oakridge imagination taking revenge Down Jones 
down 912 pts Mammon Prize        336-9 

ENN news room, late Friday afternoon 

Modigliani of MITpredicted a stock market boom wheninflation is low   344 

22 NSA AT FORT MEADE        347 

Rat traders “Pearl Harbor on the Hudson. Financial junk ships on the Mediterranean. 
Ridiculous fiction or deadly-serious reality?”      348-51 

Paris, Satuday am 

Homo economicus vs lupus        352 

Left bank, Paris 

Scottie at home “Today’s winner is the country that encircles the enemy with investments, 
exports, technology”         355 

Scottie  “What kind of Europe have you got where the Germans occupy the east thanks to the 
fall of the Berlin wall and then the south thanks to the ECB?”     356 

Sunday, Fort Meade Maryland  

Call from NSA John Cole director at dept virtual threats on secure line   359 
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23 HIGH FREQUENCY TRADING        363 

Cole, money for political objectives, McCarthy Asian drama    360-6 

Restitution for wrong trades, china min fin apologizes deputy head of Securities Regulatory 
Commission explains glitch,  fast trading 2010 “too fast to save to linked to last” 368-71 

Bois de Boulogne, a few days later 

Doberman chases PG on the Peripherique, bumpy rides warning from Scottie  375 

Paris, a few days later 

Death of Jaroslav, Cal buddy and chess player, PG calls Mirek, father   375 

24 ARZAMAS RESEARCH LAB        378 

PG travels to Warsaw to meet Piotr Olsovski, who replaced Oxana, and Jaroslav’s father 378 

Arzamas-12 USSR  

MIrek project at Arzamas was “to cast immense holographs into clouds. The idea was to 
demoralize NATO soldiers and win battles without firing a shot” weird to weaken mind body 
links but not harmless as PG contends       382 

Misperception, subliminal suggestions, limen depends on person   387 

Intellectuals and whores always serve power      388 

FILES European banks         390 

Jerry calls excitement that Mammon Prize awarded soon makes PG like Nobel famous 391 

25 THE PASSWORD TO THE BRAIN       392 

Euro has allowed Germany to export deflation says Piotr Olsovsky PL junior Min Fin but he 
prefers Germans buy up factories to take them apart and cart them away  392 

Password to mind         396 

Cherkassy          401 

26 FLYING NAP-OF-THE-EARTH        402 

27 THE MEANEST FIGHTING MACHINE       414 

Wayne dies in fight with Bekos Jirov from Kazakhstan. Ukrainian air space violated but no one 
complains after “frantic exchanges between Kiev, Berlin, Washington DC and Moscow”  
           425 

V THE REVENGE Autumn 

28 NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY        431 
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Afro-American Mary Jo Stresah research on Sacco and Vanzetti    431 

Johnny Menendez arrested by FBI       434 

Terapay          436 

Paradise Sun, Seychelles 

Back from Cherkassy, he is convienced he’s pushed the investigation as far forward as possible. 
He’d found a number of demons….What demons are left to exorcise? Is his imagination taking 
over again?          437 

Good journalism is an art, a demanding art, the complex art of contemporary human narrative. 
To succeed, this art requires honesty, critical intelligence, respect for others and a sense of 
justice. This art, painfully and sometimes unconsciously learned, begins with the individual – 
the seeing eye, the inquiring mind, the unprejudiced heart and articulate voice that discovers, 
uncovers, and shares the human story.       438 

Cole calls PG in the Seychelles, mentions Chan Lau arrest in China   440 

29 THE DIVINE LAND         444 

PG to meet Zhou Jiamming, now Anti Corruption Commissioner, at his residence 444 

Xauchu-tec domain 

Mammon Prize to Chan Lau suggests Zhou Jiamming      454 

Corruption supply and demand        452 

Qincheng Prison, Beijing 

Prosecutor General Lin seems to arrest PG on a visa charge    457 

30 THE GARDEN OF GARDENS        459 

150 anniversary, PG «Is Lau another Mirek deranged with tales and ambitions of revenge ? » 
           461 

Money invested by Lau outside board guidelines used the Terapay system promoted by 
Menendez “Peer to peer transfers in total anonymity”     468 

« We don’t dear debtor countries’ bankrupcy like Western banks do». «We buy, not plunder, 
the cultural treasures belonging to debtor nations in Europe» shows the superiority of the 
Chinese people jokes PG but Ching PaiPing, assistant prosecutor, seems to agree 469 

Divide et impera         473 

Was Wayne Confucius part of Chan’s plan asks PG. Did he love “his native China or his adoptive 
Germany?”           475 


